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Get Ahead
Stay on Track
Talk to your advisor about registering for Summer Quarter.
With a 25% reduction in tuition*, you have one more reason
to look forward to summerat Seattle U.
Registration is now open and continues
through the start of each session.
www.seattleu.edu/summer
* For undergraduates not already receiving institutional aid.
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DAY-LONG PARTY PLAY DAY FOR POLICE
Jazmine Solorzano
Volunteer Writer
Last weekend, Seattle University’s
Student Center appeared less occupied
than usual.
The normally bustling campus was
quiet. On a normally busy morning,
thebig question was raised: where did
everyone go?
The answer was Play Day 2013.
Play Day 2013 was a large-volume
neighborhood party on Capitol Hill
that began early Saturday morning
and continued into the next day.
This party consisted of four or five
houses hosting a massive party which
provided entrance and unlimited
drinks to party goers who paid about
$25 for a purple “PlayDay” t-shirt, said
anonymous students who attended
the event. The t-shirt served as an
entrance ticket and as a promotional
item for the block-party co-hosts.
The houses coordinated the event
in a timely manner, and did not
release the location of the next party
house until attendees had been at one
location for a designated time.
While the party-goers had plenty
of information to provide about the
parties, those who did not attend still
had much to say about the event. A
student at Seattle U who wished to
remain anonymous had insight to
offerabout the party, even though she
was not there.
According to her sources the party
hosts, who were two seniors from
Seattle U, began planning the event
two months in advance and went to
great lengths to insure its went well.
“They drove to California to buy
their alcohol in bulk,” the student said,
“it was much cheaper than buying
it here.”
The party was said to have raised
over $10,000, which was investedback
into the event and used to purchase
more alcohol. Over 400 people are
said to have attended the block party.
It was noticeable.
NEWS
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Participants wore these purple Play Day t-shirts to have access into the party'sfestivities throughout the day.
Because of the large number of
attendees at Play Day, the Relay for
Life competition at Seattle U suffered
significant attendance shortages.
A number of party attendees, who
requested to remain anonymous,
provided statements about what the
parties were like and the events that
unfolded that weekend.
“It was pretty much insane,”
said one anonymous source.
“I
saw people there that were really
intoxicated, to the point where it was
not okay. I heard that people got their
stomachs pumped.”
Loud music played throughout
the houses, people danced and took
photos of one another taking shots
and chugging beers, and groups of
people in elaborately cut up Play
Day Tees crowded in the yards while
enjoying the party atmosphere.
“It was clearly a party filled
with underage people,” said Stevie
Matossian, a junior at Seattle U who
did not attend the event.
“I’m surprised that the Seattle
Police department even allowed it to
go on.”
The Office of Public Safety declined
to provide information about the
regulation of Play Date attendees, but
Randall Carroll, Executive Director of
the Department of Public Safety and
Transportation provided a statement
regarding the event:
“There is no way to determine
if any of the people Public Safety
contacted or dealt with that weekend
participated in any off-campus
activities.”
According to Carroll, the Seattle
Police Department would have been
the primary source for investigating
the regulation of any Play Day
disturbances.
One anonymous attendee of Play
Day stated that the Seattle Police
Department did make an appearance
at the parties, but no arrests or
confrontationswere made.
“They drove by in their cop cars,”
the source stated, “but they didn’t even
bother to get out and see what was
going on.”
While Play Day 2013 sparked some
controversies, most of the party-goers
had lots ofpositive feedbackregarding
the event.
“They usually have it every year,”
said another anonymous source,
“which is good because it was fun. It
was so much fun!”
While the Play Day event was
popular among many students, there
is always concerns over safety when
such large parties occur.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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STORES STAY ABROAD DESPITE FACTORY TRAGEDY
Grace Stetson
StaffWriter
The horror of the Savar clothing
factory collapse is still present weeks
after the disaster, and the question of
where the manufactured clothing was
sent is still under investigation.
The implosion occurred on April
24, causing an estimated 1,300 deaths.
Although the terror of the Bangladesh
collapse occurred more than three
weeks ago, recovery workers are still
removing bodies, mostly those of the
deceased, from the wreckage of the
factory, which operated with more
than 3,000 workers.
At the time of the collapse, the
factory was said to have manufactured
products for many major American
retail stores, including J.C. Penney
and Dress Barn.
Wal-Mart, the third largest public
and global corporation, originally
stated that none of their retail items
were authorized to be manufactured
in this factory. However, evidence
has come forward showing that a
Wal-Mart contractor from Canada
produced jeans at a site on the fifth
floor of the building last year.
According to ABC News,
the corporation is not willing to
sign a legally binding pact aimed
at improving worker safety in
Bangladesh, but instead is deciding to
focus on preventing another tragedy
by inspecting the 279 Bangladesh
factories it works with.
On May 13, the Bangladesh
Cabinet approved a laboramendment,
which will allow garment workers
such as those in this factory to form
labor unions without pre-approval
from their management.
Many popular clothing retailers,
including H&M, the largest buyer
of garments from Bangladesh, and
Spains Inditex, which owns the Zara
chain, have said they will sign a
contractthat requires them to conduct
independent safety inspections of its
factories,and agreed to c.over the costs
of repairs.
Capitol Hill stores have varied
responses to the factory tragedy.
AP PHOTO
Rescue crews searchfor survivors after the clothingfactory exploded in Bangladesh lastmonth. Since then, several companies
have signed a contract trying to improve conditions abroad, butfew are considering removing theirfactory involvement.
American Apparel directed The
Spectator to call their headquarters in
Los Angeles, while Urban Outfitters
directed The Spectator to email their
marketing department.
Although American Apparel did
not respond to calls or emails, the
company is one of the few American
retailers known to produce the
majority of its estimated 55,000
products and garments within the
United States.
According to their website, they
distinguish between their own
workers and those in other countries.
“A garment worker in Bangladesh
earns an average of $600 a year.
An experienced American Apparel
garmentworker can earn $30,000+ and
receivebenefits such as comprehensive
health care,” the website said.
The company does not outsource
its labor, and instead pays their
workers an average of over $12 per
hour, which can often lead to more
than $100 a day.
Urban Outfitters, a company
that has been controversial on many
occasions, said the following: “Please
know that we take workplace human
rights veryseriously and we insist that
our business be conducted according
to high ethical standards.”
Their representative, Chrissy
Rumford, also included a link to the
company’s full Code of Conduct and
Ethics, which contained five pages,
but did not state anything regarding
where their clothing is produced and
their factory guidelines.
Local retailer Retail Therapy has
madethe decision to sell solely locally-
and ethically-made products.
“Small businesses tend to look
out for [locally- and ethically-
made products] when they decide
what products to sell,” said owner
Wazhma Samizay.
The store, which recently
celebrated its 10th anniversary, works
closely with independent designers,
and makes sure to look at larger
companies’ ethical practices should
they work with them. Samizay knows
that all of the vendors that the store
works with go the extra mile to make
sure that everything they produce is
produced ethically, even if that means
itmay be a bit more expensive.
“Although one item maybe cheaper,
part ofthe problem is the cost, both on
our end, and what the situation is for
the workers,” she explained. “Maybe it
costs a little bit more [to buy ethically-
May 22nd. 2013
made products], but it was made in an
effort to give the worker a substantial
living wage.”
Retail Therapy itself is, as of now,
trying to move more into buying and
selling locally- and ethically-made
products.
Samizay said that it is definitely
important to figure out how the
products she sells impact the
environment along with the workers’
conditions in many situations.
“There is only so much I can do to
directly watch every vendor we work
with, so I’m opting to workwith goods
strictly made in the U.S.,” she said.
As of this past Saturday, Wal-Mart
and 13 other North American retailers
have refused to sign the agreement
that will help to improve safety and
working conditions for overseas
factory workers. Some of the other
North American retailers who have
signed the petition are Macy’s, Sears,
J.C. Penney, Kohl’s and Nordstrom.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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WILL GERMAN GET DAS BOOT?
THE SPECTATOR REFLECTS ON PROGRAM’S POTENTIAL
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
Chris Johnstone, Asa Kerr, Ethan Smith and Samantha Abear converse in German on the thirdfloor of the library.
Caroline Ferguson
News Editor
What if your education hinged on a
single email?
As Seattle University’s German
students just learned, it verywell could.
German professors Dr. Cordula
Brown and Margaret Gotchy were
shocked when theyreceived a message
from the administration letting them
know that the program was to be
phased out due to budget cuts. Current
German students would be able to
complete a minor, but no new students
would be able to enter the program.
The program faced a similar threat
in spring of 2008, but was able to stay
afloat. At the time, 28 students were
enrolled in the 100 series.
The German department was tight-
lipped about the status ofthe program,
as well as the details of its potential
cancellation. But they did make one
thing very clear: the responsibility to
save the program lies securely -with
the students.
Those opposed to the programs
demise—or who simply object to
the administrations shadiness in the
matter—have taken up thepen, writing
letters in defense of the legitimacy of
6 NEWS
the program and of foreign language
education in general.
“If the German program is cut at
Seattle University, I feel as if something
very valuable will be lost for the
students,” wrote senior and former
German student Becca Ketelseger,
who recently studied abroad in Berlin.
“I will be greatly disappointed iffuture
students cannot receive the amazing
opportunities that I have received
because ofthis program.”
“Our school prides itself on
its diversity, not only of a student
body, but also in academics,” wrote
sophomore German student Kim
Foster. “What does it say when we
limit the opportunities for students
to pursue academic interests?
What does it say when we limit the
diversity of the types of students this
university creates?”
But German students aren’t the only
ones who are speaking up. The choir
program, which has long reached out
to the German program for help with
pronunciation and fluency, is also
writing letters.
“We’ve always sung in German
over the years, and this year, of course,
we sang a lot of German because we
had our Brahms series. Dr. Brown
recorded the language for us, and not
only recorded it slowly so students who
don’t know German could figure it out
but also read the text in the natural
music of the German language,” said
Choir Director Dr. Joy Sherman, who
studied German while working toward
her doctorate in music.
Sherman could not say how many
choir students planned to write to the
administration, but echoed Brown’s
sentiment that the campaign against
cancellation needs to come from
students, not faculty members.
German students at Washington
State University were able to
successfully oppose their program’s
potential cancellation several years
ago, but many students haven’t been
so lucky: Over the years, German has
slowly disappeared from high school
and university curricula.
The trend is baffling. German
language permeates all levels of
academia, and aworking knowledge of
the language is essential in many fields.
Germany is also a leader in many
emerging fields such as green energy
and engineering.
Both German' Club president Ethan
Smith and conversation circle leader
Samantha Abear said they would not
have chosen to attend Seattle U if
German had not been offered.
“Every discipline in the university
[would be] impacted because German
is important to every discipline,
not only in [arts] but in sciences,”
said Sherman.
“German is a language deeply
rooted in the world of academia,
reaching into areas of philosophy,
literature, art, theology and science. My
understanding of German language
and culture has greatly aided me in
understanding of the works of Kant,
Nietzsche and Marx. I connect more
with the scientific concepts discovered
by Hiickel, Einstein and Fischer,”
wrote Foster.
Many departments could start
to feel the strain if the program
is cancelled.
“If you want to learn European
history, a lot of primary sources are
written in German,” said freshman
German student Asa Kerr. “That’s the
same with philosophy too, which this
school should watch out for, because
it’s a Jesuit school. Philosophy and
theology are very important, and very
heavily dominated by Germans at
certain periods in history.”
Though enrollment numbers are
STUDENT P-PATCHES SPROUT ABOUT CAMPUS
Abby Searight
Volunteer Writer
A leg of 80-degree weather released
' Seattle from its prolonged winter and
revealed spring to the city.
At Seattle University spring came
in the form of flourishing gardens.
In 2008, Patrick Rossmann, then
residence hall director of Chardin
Hall, initiated a plan for a p-patch
exclusively for that dorm.
More than anything Rossmann
wanted to allow residents the
opportunity to grow their own food.
Seattle U Grounds aided the project
by supplying compost and labor they
have continued to help in maintaining
the garden.
In 2010 the p-patch project was
upgraded and opened to all Seattle U
students, faculty and staff.
Seattle Us first p-patch, located
between Logan Field and the Chardin
parking lot, and its more recent
one on Broadway, have become
increasingly popular since they
started. Construction on Logan Field
closed down the Chardin location
patches, and such a set back could
have hurt involvement, but as of
now Broadways 12 garden boxes are
awaiting formalization and Chardins
15 are back up and running.
And interest has grown
fast.
Janice Murphy, integrated pest
manager specialist for Seattle U
Grounds, and Shannon Britton,
Grounds and Landscaping manager,
agree that the plots fill up quickly
simply by word ofmouth.
“I didn’t send out a campus-
wide email this spring because we
were already full at Broadway, and
the Sustainable Student Action club
helped with the construction at
Chardin and a lot of those students
wanted a plot so we offered it to them,”
said Murphy.
Two Sustainable Student Action
members, sophomore Olivia Allen
and freshman Hannah Nia, were able
to claim a box.
Allen and Nia share a plot, each
of them growing their own plants
on separate sides. Allen is currently
LINDSEY WASSON • THE SPECTATOR
These garden boxes, located below Chardin Hall, are ownedby students andprovide unique ways to grow and harvestplants.
This is just one ofseveral locations on campus with edible plants.
harvesting kale, lettuce, tomatoes and
radishes, and Nia is growing carrots,
strawberries, pansies and dahlias.
Accessing a garden box of your
own can be difficult given the p-patch
popularity, and past renters are given
first dibs on the boxes.
Once you claim a garden box,
though, the school provides you
with the tools to maintain your
plants. Hoses and watering cans are
provided as are tools, which renters
can store safely with a purchased
combination lock.
The plot, water and tools are all
provided for free providing that
students agree to a set of guidelines.
The rules and regulations are
modeled after Seattle Department of
Neighborhoods’ P-Patch Program,
explained Britton.
Two rules in particular are regular
tending and choice of fertilizer.
Renters are expected to water and
weed routinely, including winter and
summer breaks. For students heading
home this means finding someone to
take Over or giving up their plots.
Renters are also asked to use only
organic fertilizer to keep with the
garden’s Cedar Grove veggie mix.
Other than pesticide use, the p-patch
obligations are pretty laissez-faire and
renters seem to approach the planting
process as such also.
“I’ve never gardened,before so I’m
curious to see how this is going to go.
I’ve justbeen putting things in the box
so we’ll see what happens,” Nia said.
She said other renters and Grounds
staff are there to help those less
experienced like herself.
Green thumb or not, students are
harvesting and harvesting often.
Hay 22nd, 2013
“I think it’s important to get in the
mindset of growing your own food
and trying to reduce your carbon
footprint by not relying on a lot of
exports. I think this is a really cool
way to introduce students to that
mentality”, Allen said. “It’s easy, it’s
convenient, it’s local and it’s yummy.”
Ifyou don’t have a plot ofyour own,
you can still snack local by means of
Seattle U Campus Edibles. Fruits and
vegetables like those growing in Allen
and Nias garden box can be found in
the Columbia Orchard.
A total of 11 gardens throughout
campus grow fruits, vegetables, herbs,
and flowers that are available to
students.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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PROFESSORS RETIRE; THEIR LEGACY REMAINS AT SU
Alaina Bever
StaffWriter
DR. JOHN ESHELMAN
As someone who has spent 45 years
here, Dr. John Eshelman can attest to
the tremendous growth that Seattle
University has experienced. Much of
it can be credited to Eshelmanhimself.
Eshelman, who currently teaches
in the Albers School of Business and
Economics, served as Provost ofSeattle
U from 1987 to 2008. During that
time, Eshelmans work contributed to
Seattle Us academic development and
many other notable accomplishments.
Eshelman came to Seattle U as
an economics professor in 1968,
after Father John Corrigan, Seattle
U professor, had a heart attack just
before the start of the school year.
“Margaret Mary Davies, who was
chair of the economics department
at the time, called the economics
department at the University of
Washington, where I was a graduate
student, and asked if there was
somebody who could teach a
particular course that Father John
taught,” said Eshelman. “So I came
over and taught the course and I’ve
been here ever since.”
According to Eshelman, Seattle
U has changed immensely over his
time here.
“When I came, Seattle U was really
going downhill, fairly rapidly. Those
first few years were a real struggle for
SU financially,” he said. “That’s very
different from how it is now.”
Other improvements that
Eshelman noted are the adding of the
Law School and School of Theology
and Ministry, as well as more graduate
programs that add opportunities for
all students.
When asked about his proudest
accomplishments,Eshelmanmentioned
helping Seattle U get back to providing
faculty sabbaticals and improving
faculty salaries, as well as the acquisition
ofthe Law School.
Both of these accomplishments
were during Eshelmans time
as Provost.
But he is most happy with the
8 NEWS
studentshe has worked with.
“As a teacher, I think the thing we’re
always proudest of is the students
who have done very well in our field,”
he said.
Dr. Eshelman is officially retiring
as a faculty member this year, but he
will continue to work for Seattle U
in advancement. As far as offering
advice for students who didn’t have
the chance to take one of Eshelmans
classes, he suggests making the most
of the college years.
“Students often don’t really fully
recognize the opportunities and
possibilities that are available to
them during their college years. I
think all students ought to go abroad,
for example.”
After all that he has accomplished
in his time here, Dr. Eshelman insists
that his favorite part of Seattle U is the
people with whom he has worked.
“My favorite part of being here is,
not surprisingly, the people. I have
enjoyed the small school atmosphere;
knowing my fellow faculty, knowing
the students.”
DR. MARIANNE LABARRE
Ifanyone can speak to the development
of theology here at Seattle U, it’s Dr.
Marianne LaBarre. LaBarre has been
a faculty member at Seattle U since
1986, and has been the director of
the Pastoral Leadership Program,
for which she was also a founding
member, since 2003.
In addition, LaBarre is also a
spiritual coach and the author of“God
Knows Your Job Gets Old: 12 Ways to
Enliven It.”
LaBarre’s impact on the School of
Theology and Ministry is not to be
underestimated. LaBarre says that she
came to Seattle U because it was a great
fit for her values, love of spirituality,
and passion for helping people thrive.
“My very favorite part of [working
at Seattle U] is it’s been close to three
decades of empowering people to live
the best of themselves,” she said. “The
thing about our School of Theology
and Ministryis that people are hungry
on their spiritual quest for the divine.
This school just opens people’s eyes
and opens doors.”
Prior to joining the Seattle U
community, LaBarre worked in
spirituality and leadership. Her
experience includes serving as
director of a retreat center.
When asked about her proudest
accomplishments at Seattle U, LaBarre
mentioned both the Executive
Leadership Program at Albers and
the Pastoral Leadership Program.
LaBarre served as founding directorof
both programs.
“Those two programs integrate
the best of the Jesuit charisma,”
LaBarre said. “In one it’s business
leaders, and in the other it’s religious
leaders, and what I’m most proud of
is the conversion of heart that those
leaders have been able to touch into
for themselves, to go to a deeper place
within them.”
LaBarre is one of several Seattle U
professors whose official retirement
will be celebrated in June, but she
will teach one course per quarter next
year as she continues to stay involved
with the Seattle U community. With
all of her experience in theology and
spirituality, LaBarre has valuable
advice to offer students here at
Seattle U.
“Create some space and time for
reflection, so you can get in touch
with what is your own deep truth, and
then follow your heart,” she said. “We
need to deeply listen to ourselves, to
get some quiet. Go for a walk, go for
a run, and get in touch with what’s
deeply right for you.”
Alaina may be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
low, they always have been. There
is some oscillation, but an overall
decline is not apparent. The program
has remained small yet consistent for
29 years.
“I’m just disappointed in the
administration in deciding to phase it
out because of low student enrollment
insteadof trying to aggressively recruit
students who are interested in it,”
said senior Andrew Battaglia, who
has traveled extensively in German-
speaking countries and was recendy
awarded a Fulbright scholarship to
return to Germany. “It represents a
blow to the German minor, but also to
all ofthe other fringe subjects with low
and decreasing enrollments... They’ll
be phased out insteadofsupported.”
Maybe academia is a numbers
game. Maybe it does come down to
quotas. Maybe it is simply a budgetary
decision—though a perplexing one,
seeing as the German program costs
less to maintain than the school’s
annual Christmas tree lighting
ceremony. But as the program faces
this crossroad, deeper questions about
the school’s ideology come into play.
We profess a commitment to academic
excellence, but students are now
finding themselves forced to fight for
their education—toward the end of
spring quarter, no less, when few have
time on theirhands.
“It’s about the quality about a liberal
arts education and about the quality
of choices for students who want to
connect globally in their careers,”
said Brown of the struggle to save
the program.
At its core, the loss of the German
program reflects a disturbing trend
in the school’s value system. We pride
ourselves on being global, diverse,
and culturally aware. But when push
comes to shove, what do we choose to
keep, and what do we cut?
“If you take away the variety that
language provides, you’re taking away
from the holistic learning experience
that Seattle U offers... having more
languages gives you a broader sense of
the world,” said Smith.
I myself am a German student.
Though classes are a constant uphill
battle, I have gained a massive soft spot
for the language over the past year.
German has earned a reputation as
an angry language, one of dictatorship
and division, but the stereotype
doesn’t sit well with me. Rather, the
more I learn, the greater appreciation
I have for the complexity and beauty
SCHOOL YEAR
of German. Practicality aside, German
matters. It is, independent of quotas
and practicalities, worthwhile.
“It’s just fun in the way that it’s so
challenging. It’s like putting together
all these different puzzle pieces or
figuring out the different elements
of an equation,” said sophomore
conversation circle leader Chris
Johnstone. “When you have that aha’
moment and you understand what
you’re saying and you can piece things
together and have a conversation, it is
the best feeling in the world.”
Without language, culture is
nothing but image—and image all
too quickly turns to stereotype. And
no matter how earnestly we drop
social justice buzzwords, our mission
becomes disingenuous when we can
only communicate on our own terms.
“I don’t think it’s going to limit the
programs that we can send students to,
because a lot of them accept students
who don’t speak any German. But the
students that we send are going to have
a more limited experience,” said senior
Conor Fitzpatrick, who also received a
Fulbright scholarship to teach English
in Germany.
Language ability also greatly
increases students’ ability to apply
May 22nd, 2013
for scholarships and competitive
programssuch as the Fulbright.
“There’s a lot of scholarship money
to go to Germany, and the Germans
are particularly organized and efficient
as to what you need and how to apply
in order to find it,” Battaglia said.
The fate of the program remains
uncertain. The “Save the Seattle
University German Program”
Facebookpage currently has 195 likes,
and students are still figuring out how
to turn that display of support into a
plan of action.
“Write someone if you have an
opinion. Frau Brown has a list of
different people in the hierarchy that
is the school that we can write and
express our concerns to,” said Abear.
“I don’t thinkanyone has developed
anything [else] to do as of yet,”
Smith added.
If all else fails, there is one final
argument that could sway any
college student.
“We need to keep German
because”—Johnstone slips into a
thick accent —“ze Germans all drink
great beer!”
Caroline may be reached at
cferguson@su-spectator.com
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MAP TEST GETS SCHOOLED BY GARFIELD PROTESTS
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
They spoke, and they were finally
heard.
In January, Garfield High School
teachers announced their unanimous
vote against the Measures of Academy
Progress (MAP) standardized tests.
The teachers argued this test was a
waste of time and money, and failed to
accurately measure student learning
since it did not align with what
students were taught in the classroom.
Since that announcement, the
Garfield High teachers boycotted,
refusing to administer the test to their
students. Despite their efforts, the
MAP was forcibly given to students
and teachers were threatened with
suspension days if students did not
complete the test.
Through it all, the teachers stood
firm and received support locally not
only from parents and students, but
nationally as well. Different schools
and organizations reached out to the
teachers, commending them for their
brave efforts and even following suit
to boycott other standardized tests
that they felt were not doing their job.
Months of protesting were met
with a victory.
Starting next school year, the
MAP test will be optional for Seattle
high schools.
“Everyone was jubilant at Garfield
High School,” said teacher Jesse
Hagopian. “There were spontaneous
celebrations through the hallways,
assemblies of students, parents and
teachers celebrating the fact that this
test thathad been tormenting Garfield
High School and the Seattle education
system for so long was finally
being done away with at the high s
chool level.”
Hagopian added, “It was a victory
of solidarity... We showed the power of
solidarity. We won because students,
parents and teacher around the
nation and in fact, around the world
weighed in on this debate because
they saw similar tests that were
robbing children of resources that
should be going to help their students
10 NEWS
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Garfield High School teachers rally to protest the Measures ofAcademic Progress (MAP) test outside the Seattle
School District Headquarters in January. The test was recently made optional as a result ofcommunity protests.
learning process and instead they
were spending millions of dollars on
ranking and sorting our individuals.”
Superintendent Jose Banda made
the decision with the help of an
appointed task force on assessment
and measuring progress.
“The whole idea was to get a
group of people together—teachers,
principals, membersofthe community
to take a look at what we were doing
with assessments,” said TeresaWippel,
spokesperson for the district.
Banda listened to the task forces
presentations of studies and their
recommendation on the MAP test to
come to his decision that the test will
be optional for Seattle high schools.
However, opting out of the MAP test
comes with another responsibility for
those schools.
“Ifthey do opt, they have to provide
that they are assessing and monitoring
student progress for those who are
below standard math and reading,”
Wippel said.
But those at Garfield High School
are already prepared.
“We beat them to the punch
because we already formed a city-wide
committee called The Teacher Work
Group on Assessment,” Hagopian said.
The committee is made up of 20
educators from around Seattle who
have spent hours going through every
assessment Seattle Public Schools uses.
Then they evaluated the strengths and
weaknesses while also looking into the
research around the nation and world
on what quality assessment is.
“We have come up with a document
that...goes through the outline ofwhat
quality assessment is and what criteria
will need to be used in any assessment
that would replace the MAP. That is an
excellent starting point for educators
across Seattle who are going to refuse...
to give the MAP and want to replace it
with something more meaningful for
our students,” Hagopian said.
What this suggests is that
assessments should be tied to the
curriculum students learn in their
classrooms, something the teachers
felt the MAP failed to do, which in
turn hurt the students.
Garfield High School will use
the recommendations from their
committee tocome upwith assessments
that they deem appropriate, useful
and meaningful.
However, in Bandas letter of
decision that was sent out, it read
that the MAP will continue to be
distributed to grades K-8.
Although there are those in the K-8
level that boycott the MAP, Wippel
said there are some teachers who said
the MAP test was helpful to them
in monitoring student progress for
those who are below standard math
and reading.
But this does not sit well with other
teachers.
“I think that’s a real shortcoming
about the Seattle school district that
they continue to use this test at the
K-8 level. It means we only scored
a partial victory. An important
victory, but still incomplete because
it’s just inappropriate at any age,”
Hagopian said.
The MAP contract for K-8 is
scheduled for a renewal for the next
school year. The Seattle School Board
will review the contract in June and
decide if they want to renew it or not,
but according to Wippel, it will most
likelybe renewed.
Though Seattle high schools
celebrate their victory, Hagopian
and others will continue to stand in
solidarity and support with those
at the K-8 level who will continue
boycotting the MAP test.
Bianca maybe reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
BUDGET BREAKDOWN
FEATURES
The Spectator takes a comprehensive look at
Seattle University’s proposed budget for next
year, including changes in athletic funding,
raises in tuition and cuts in academic programs.
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BREAKING DOWN THE BUDGET
Alaina Bever
Staff Writer
It shouldn’t come as a surprise to
Seattle University students that tu-
ition rates will be increasing for the
2013-2014 school year. In fact, tuition
increases are a typical annual occur-
rence, and next year’s tuition increase
is actually one of the lowest increases
in the past 10 years.
The school defends the tuition hike
by pointing out that financial aid has
increased by 50 percent since 2009, a
far greater increase than the increase
in tuition.
Debt is clearly a pressing issue
for college students, especially at a
time when total annual student loans
have exceeded $1 trillion. Accord-
ing to ChiefFinancial Officer Connie
Kanter, the average debt for a Seattle
U student is about $23,000, compared
to the national average of almost
$28,000. This bodes well for students
graduating in coming years.
Faculty Compensation S
$52 mil |
Administrative Compensation
$46 mil
Fringe Benefits
$29 mil
Student Wages
$6 mil
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But Kanter claims that the school
can’t take responsibility for student
debt or how students manage their
money. One of the largest factors in
students’ ability to pay off debt is ca-
reer choice. For students majoring in
fields that don’t usually result in high
paying jobs upon graduation, the de-
cision making around loans is even
more important.
Athletic spending is always one of
the hottest topics of discussion wher-
ever the budget isconcerned. Athletic
spending, however, is a fairly small
part of the schools budget, account-
ing for only 4.5 percent of the school’s
annual expenditures. Although the
school is focused on improving Divi-
sion I Athletics, it still sets aside well
over 50 percent of the budget for aca-
demic affairs.
The Division of Academic Affairs
includes the university’s schools, col-
leges, libraries, enrollment and offices
supporting academic achievement.
Directed by Provost Isiaah Craw-
includes Athletics
ford, the Division of Academic Af-
fairs is responsible for maintaining
the quality of a Seattle U educationby
providing the highest quality teach-
ers, resources and programs. This
division is vital to the mission of Se-
attle U, which strives to educate the
whole person in accordance with
Jesuit ideals.
Because Academic Affairs receives
the largest chunk of the budget of all
other areas, students might be curious
about what the Provost and the Seattle
U administration has planned for im-
proving and adding to the academics
here at Seattle U.
“We endeavor to enhance the rig-
or and quality of all of our academic
programs and take advantage of op-
portunities to bring new programs
forward that current and prospective
students indicate are needed,” said
Crawford when asked about what the
administration has planned for using
the school’s funding. “For example,
under the leadership ofDean Joe Phil-
lips, the Albers School of Business &
Economics will launch a new one-year
MBA programin fall 2013 that will be
tailored to the needs of individuals
who wish to pursue graduate study in
business who did not earn an under-
graduate degree in this field but want
an additional credential to enhance
theirprofessional opportunities.”
This brand new academic program
has inspired much talk around cam-
pus. It presents an amazing oppor-
tunity for students who graduated in
the arts or sciences but want to pur-
sue an MBA in order to make them-
selves more marketable in finding
a job, which is crucial given today’s
economy and job market. Due to Al-
bers’ excellent reputation as one ofthe
best business schools in this part of
the country, the program is sure to be
utilized by students from all around
the globe.
The College of Science and En-
gineering is also pursuing develop-
ments to make their programs more
competitive. This past fall, the col-
lege introduced a new Bachelor of
Science degree in marine and con-
servation biology. In addition, new
programs are in the works within the
engineering departments.
“Dean Mike Quinn and his col-
leagues in the College of Science &
Engineering are developing propos-
als to bring forward new certificate
and graduate programs in civil en-
gineering and computer science,”
Crawford said.
Its not just the science and busi-
ness schools that are working on new
developments. Even departments in
the arts and sciences are always work-
ing hard to make sure that they make
the best quality programs available
to students.
“Dean Mark Markuly and his fac-
ulty in the School ofTheology are also
exploring the possibility of bringing
new graduate programs to market
next year,” Crawford said. “Our other
colleges and schools are also consid-
ering new program opportunities. Se-
attle University looks to be on the cut-
REVENUES
Q £“ Q / Tuition and Fees
00/0 $175 mil
Q/ Residence Halls
O /O $13 mil
OQ/ Endowment Income
O /O $6 mil
QQ/ Other
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00/ Bookstore
/O $3 mil
4Q/ Annual Gifts
I /O $2 mil
ting edge in bringing new and exciting
academic programs forward that will
meet the educational and profession-
al needs of the citizens of the Puget
Sound region and beyond.”
With all of the new and excit-
ing developments in Academic Af-
fairs, it should be clear why this divi-
sion receives such a large portion of
the school’s funding. In academics,
however, dividing funding between
schools is a daunting task, especially
with so many wonderful opportuni-
ties for development in every college.
“We rely heavily on the experience
and wisdom of our deans to assist us
in determining how we manage our
resources,” Crawford said. “They do
an excellent job of prioritizing where
our resources should be allocated to
best meet the educational needs ofour
students and support the work of our
facultyand staff?’
In addition to the programs
planned by individual colleges, stu-
dents may have heard that Seattle
U is taking steps to add online pro-
grams into the curriculum. The buzz
around online classes began when
Stanford, MIT, Princeton and other
prominent universities announced
that they are putting free college-level
courses online. These classes are ap-
pealing because they not only offer a
cost-efficient alternative to traditional
classes, but they also make it easier for
students with extra course require-
ments to fulfill credit needs in order
to graduate in four years or less.
“Yes, Seattle U looks to step con-
fidently and strategically into the
world of online and hybrid educa-
tion, and we will do so in a manner
that is fully consistent with our Jesu-
it-Catholic inspired commitment to
Academic expenditures
Athletic expenditures
educate the whole person,” Crawford
said. “Our work in this area is being
led by Dr. Richard Fehrenbacher, our
new Director of Continuing, Online
& Professional Education. Over the
next year or two we anticipate offer-
ing a baccalaureate degree completion
program for adult learners, a number
of graduate programs, and a limited
number of undergraduate courses in
an online/hybrid format.”
Along with new projects in the
works, budget changes typically in-
spire concerns among students and
staff about possible budget cuts. At
public universities that rely heavily
on federal funding, the effects of the
sequester could have a major impact
on how much funding is available
for teachers and researchers. Accord-
ing to a recent article by The Seattle
Times, the University of Washington,
which receives more research funding
than any other university in the coun-
try, is already bracing for upcoming
funding cuts. University of Washing-
ton Vice Provost for Research Mary
Lidstrom announced that the approxi-
mated $83 million in cuts will have the
biggest impact On jobs—specifically in
research. These cuts can have an ad-
verse effect on students studying the
sciences, who will have fewer oppor-
tunities for research.
Here at Seattle U, changes to the
budget have been far less dramatic.
However, rumors have been circulat-
ing about possible reduction in sum-
mer staff hours, specifically in the
College of Artsand Sciences.
According to Dean David Pow-
ers of the College of Arts and Sci-
ences, Seattle U faculty members
should not be concerned about
upcoming changes.
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“We do plan to reduce some staff
time in the summer, but in every
case less than 10 percent of the staff
members’ total time for the year,” said
Powers. “This is an expansion of an
existing system. That is, we already
have several staff members who have
reduced schedules in the summer, and
we are increasing the number of staff
in that category?’
For students who plan to utilize
classes and research offered at Seattle
U over the summer, the impact of
these changes should be minimal.
“The reason we focused on the
summer is that we have many fewer
courses running in the summer, and
hence we have reduced support needs
for faculty and students in summer
months,” Powers said. “We are focus-
ing on programs with relatively low
summer enrollment to minimize the
effect on students, while maintaining
robust staffing for the fall, winter and
spring quarters.”
Although it is disappointing to have
any programs cut, the administration
considers both students and faculty
when making decisions.
“We are carefully considering the
staffing needs of the departments and
are working closely with chairs and
with the staff who may be affected by
this change to accommodate their in-
terests as much as possible,” Powers
said. “Our staff are an incredibly im-
portant and valuable resource for fac-
ulty and students alike; even with this
summer shift we do not plan to lose a
single member of our very important
staff community.”
Alainamay be reached at
abever@su-spectator.com
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CUT THE CAKE: BON APPEÉTIT NUTRITION FACTS
This past week, we heard a rumor regarding the caloric content of the yogurt parfait offered by Bon Appetit The Spectator
looked into the accuracy of this particular rumor, which turned out to be baseless; however, we did discover a few surpris-
ing nutritional facts about the food that Seattle University consumes on a daily basis. The following are just a few of the facts
gathered from Bon Appetit's own staff, including manager Buzz Hofford.
EGG AND CHEESE BISCUIT .. 540 calories
Made with an English muffin, scrambled eggs and
deli meat, this grab-and-go item at the Cherry Street
grill has an estimated 540 calories, as well as empty
carbohydrates from the English muffin, and high
amounts of fat from the meat and eggs. Maybe
oatmeal with strawberries and walnuts would be
the betterbreakfast option, not to mention the more
filling one with all of its fiber.
BARBECUED RIBS 1,150 calories
This is the big one. At 1,150 calories, this meal could
qualify for 58 percent of the average students—or
anyone’s, forthat matter—daily caloric limit. Although
this tempting dish may seem like just an indulgent
dinner, the barbecue sauce and the way the beef is
prepared piles up the calories fast and does little for
you nutritionally.
ILLUSTRATIONS BY BEN MOUCH
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
GINGERBREAD CAKE....... 730 calories
Anything with the word “cake” in it can’tbe good for
you. Let’s face it, you really can’t have your cake and
eat it too (although that would be the ultimate dream).
The egg-y, sugaryand frosting-covered gingerbread
treat has an estimated 730 calories and who even
knows how much
sugar.
When
you get that mid-
afternoon craving for a snack, it’s healthier to grab
the nearest fruit cup or low-fat yogurt.
SWEET POTATO FRIES......590 calorics
At 590 calories for nine ounces of fries, thismay seem
steep. However, these are definitely the better option
compared to regular potato fries. Still, thesebad boys
are fried with lots of oils, so try springing for the
raw sweet potatoes slices at the saladbar ifyou want
something a bit more health-conscious next to your
burger or sandwich.
BANANA BREAD............600 calories
Hofford estimates this breakfast favorite to be over
600 calories. This, he says, surprises a lot of students—-
they don’t realize that this delicious staple food item
is actually worse for us calorically and nutritionally
than pizza. Who thought something with the word
“banana” in it could betray us—curses.
CHICKEN CAESARSALAD.....600 calories
Checkingout in line at CherryStreet Market, Hofford
eyed this salad and estimated it to be about 600
calories. With a container of caesar dressing and a
handful ofcarbo-licious croutons, this makes sense,
ifyou nix the croutons, you will save yourself about
100 calories. Ifyou also forego the dressing, you will
save another approximate 200 calories, leaving you
with a 300-calorie, filling lunch that will leaveyour
taste buds a bit less satisfied.
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GUESSING OUR DAILY FOOD'S CALORIC VALUE WITH BON APPEÉTIT
Katie Gilbert
Volunteer Writer
While getting a coffee at The Byte
Cafe a few weeks ago, I was told that
the new mango yogurt parfaits are
about 800 calories. My co-worker
balked and went for a cookie instead
of the supposed 800-calorie parfait.
Doubting the nutritional value of her
usual Byte snacks, she wondered if
maybe Bon Appetit’s rice krispie
treats might actually be the healthi-
est option of the three.
The 800-calorie parfait debacle
turned out to be a rumor fueled by an
inaccurate nutritional estimation—as
it turns out, the creamy, fruity mango
parfait is actually 300 to 400 calories.
Many food items served on campus
are not made by following a specific
recipe, so the nutritional value of
campus food is often unclear. That’s
because, when it comes to nutrition
facts like calorie count, Bon Appetit
can only offer a rough estimate.
Eddie Siow, operations director
for Bon Appetit, told some ofhis staff
that the 800-calorie estimate for the
mango parfaits is based on the ingre-
dients and serving size of the item.
My co-worker tookhis word for law,
although his estimation was too high.
Students who don’t know better
would be inclined to believe Siow’s es-
timate, even though Bon Appetit has no
way to clarifythe exact caloric informa-
tion of foods like the mango parfait.
According to Food Service Director
Chocolate Chip Cookie
Calories: 190
Total Fat: 9 grams
Sodium: 120 MG
Carbs: 26 grams
Buzz Hofford, Bon Appetit hires chefs
who know how to cook rather than
followcorporate recipes and theyallow
them to be creative when preparing
foods for the studentbody.
Many food items served
on campus are not made
by following a specific
recipe.
“We don’t want to hire kitchen
managers basically that reheat soup
and follow recipes, so the advantage
is the food is much better. It is made
with passion, people care about it, the
flavors are there,” said Hofford. “But
the disadvantage is, because we aren’t
using corporate recipes, we can’t ac-
curately say, ‘Okay this entree that
we made today from scratch has this
many calories.”’
In the kitchen at the Cherry Street
Market, it is evident that the Bon Ap-
petit team is serious about what they
make and they make a lot of it. Pizza
dough stirs in a three-footby three-foot
industrial mixer; there are two refrig-
erated rooms and one freezer room
stocked to the brim with ingredients
and storedleftovers, andthe soupchef
stirs together a steamy broth for the
coming days.
These chefs move fast and use reci-
Plain Bagel
Calories: 270
Total Fat: 1.5 grams
Sodium: 470 MG
Carbs: 53 grams
pes only as a guideline for what they
are making.
Nicole Marquez, executive chef at
Cherry Street Market and The Hawk’s
Nest Bistro, says her job wouldn’t be
the same ifthey were made to use cor-
porate recipes in order to provide a
calorie count.
Hofford agrees, buthas triedto pro-
vide a nutritional label for students in
the past. In Cherry Street Market, stu-
dents can reference the large nutrition
fact board above the dishdrop-offsta-
tion to better understandthe value of
their meals. Yet, we are still held back
by theidea ofaccuracy—it is difficult to
estimate the nutritional value ofa dish
made without a set recipe.
For items that are not featured on
the nutrition board,TerriBrownlee, the
Bon Appetit corporatenutritionist, can
give students nutritional estimates for
whatthey are eating. Students can email
Brownlee to get the nutritional infor-
mation of their favorite items or they
can go online to Bon Appetit’s website
to see some estimates listed there.
The yogurt parfait is one item
Brownlee has been asked about in the
Potato salad
Calories: 180
Total Fat: 10 grams
Sodium: 660 MG
Carbs: 14 grams
Bon Appetit has no way
to clarify the exact caloric
information of [its food].
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past. It contains one half-cup of low-
fat granola, one half-cup of fruit, and
one container of low-fat vanilla yo-
gurt. Without contacting Brownlee,
students could estimate the amount
of calories in this cup—as well as in
other dishes—easily with an app like
MyFitnessPal or by researching the
ingredients online.
But, as most eaters know, calorie
count is not necessarily what deter-
mines how healthy a particular food
item is. The Bon Appetit parfait for ex-
ample isfull of fiber, fruitand probiotics
to promote digestion and calcium. In
contrast, my coworker’s cookie is full
of sugar, carbohydrates and chocolate.
Her “healthier”rice krispie treat, with
even more sugar,but fewer calories, is
even less nutritional.
Brownlee is available to provide
students with calorie information for
the food to prevent rumors like that of
the 800-calorie mango parfait, but she
encouragesstudents to choose what is
healthy over what is low-cal.
“BonAppetit wants to build amore
global and holistic view of nutrition,
and calories are just one partofthe for-
mula ofbuilding a healthy lifestyle,”
said Brownlee.
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
Burger with Bun
Calories: 620
Total Fat: 31 grams
Sodium: 460 MG
Carbs: 35 grams
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QUADSTOCK: A QUAD-STROKE OF GENIUS
PHOTOS BY KATERI TOWN
16 ARTS 6 ENTERTAINMENT
JakeMcCune
Volunteer Writer
For better or worse, J.J. Abrams has
changed Star Trek.
After making box office waves and
generallymanaging tokeep older Trek-
kies happy with the first film, “Star Trek
Into Darkness” finds Abrams injecting
even more of his own directing style
into the formula that Star Trekhas been
working with for decades. The good
news is that it works, and “Into Dark-
ness,” similar to last year’s “The Aveng-
CRITIC'S CORNER THE ULTIMATE 'TREK'
COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT
“Star Trek Into Darkness” could be classified as a bromance between Spock and
Captain Kirk—even as they battle against the evil John Harrison.
ers,”kicks off the summer blockbuster
season with style. With “Into Dark-
ness,” Abrams has finished transform-
ing the franchise from a slow-paced,
intellectualseries about space explora-
tion into a well-oiled, lightning quick,
explosive-laden machine.
Visually, anyone familiar with the
tight, quick camera work and abun-
dance of lens flares in the first filmwill
find more ofthe same here. Abrams is
doing what he does best; with a report-
ed $200 million, the director assures
us that, above all else, “Into Darkness”
is set to be a gorgeous film. The vari-
ous set pieces, both digital and staged,
consistently elevate the action of the
film into a thrilling and visually gor-
geous movie.
But despite the lusciousness of the
filmsvisuals, StarTrekhas always been
a series about its characters, and the
cast of “Into Darkness” does a great
job of expanding on theroles theyhad
already proven to fit so well. More so
than the first film, the primary focus
of “Into Darkness” is the relation-
ship between Chris Pine’s brash and
hotheaded James Kirk and Zachary
Quinto’s perfectly stoic depiction of
Spock. By my count, Quinto ends
up stealing many of his scenes with
other characters, and his portrayal of
Spock brings a level of emotion to the
character rarely seen throughout his
long history. The wonderfully-named
Benedict Cumberbatch, as villain John
Harrison, also puts in his share ofthe
work, proving to be a far more believ-
able, and thus far more entertaining,
threat to the membersofStar Alliance
than Eric Bana’s relatively forgettable
performance in 2009’s “Star Trek.”
On a surface level, “Into Darkness”
can feel very similar to a number of
films that have dominated the cultural
Zeitgeist. Harrison’s one-man cam-
paign of terrorism against Star Fleet
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feels very similar in spirit to the chaos
ofHeath Ledger’s Joker in 2008’s “The
DarkKnight.” One particular plot-beat,
in which Harrison is taken prisoner
aboard the enterprise, eerily echoes
a similar moment in last year’s “The
Avengers” as well. What “Into Dark-
ness” does so well, though, is make
moments like these still feel unique.
Even as it treads throughvery familiar
territory, the film utilizes its stunning
aesthetic and the excellent chemistry
of its ensemble cast, far too many to
mention in such a shortreview, to make
what is most assuredly old still feel new
and, more importantly, extremely fun.
Ultimately, “Star Trek Into Dark-
ness” feels like Abrams taking the
reigns off franchise, freed— by the first
film’s box office success— from thebur-
den of having to bend over backwards
to appease the series’ long built-in au-
dience. Looking at the numbers the
film has pulled in over the weekend, it
seems safe to assume that Abrams has
turned mainstream America into Star
Trek’s new primary audience, one that
will hopefullykeep allowing more Star
Trek movies like this one to be made.
The editormay be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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10 things to leave
behind when
you go
to Sasquatch
© Your dignity
o Floral crowns
© Babies
O Books, cares and
worries
o Inhibitions
0 Hygiene
o Your pet fish
Q iPad
e Capris
OYourgood
taste in music
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MONSTERS IN THE CLOSET . BY CELINE BALDEVIA
HOROSCOPES
V ARIES
I 3/21-4/20
Watch out for old relatives this
holiday season.
x TAURUS
O 4/21-5/21
You’re not going to get the presents
you wanted this year—get over it.
*Pf GEMINI
«W» 5/22-6/21
Who would want to be under the
mistletoe with you?
Opt CANCER
'MU' 6/22-7/22
Santas thinkingabout moving you to
the naughty list. Be good this week,
S) LEO
6> 7/23-8/22
Reindeers ran over grandma. Watch
out, you’re next.
VIRGO
*il 8/23-9/22
Don’t bother giving too many gifts,
you probably won’t get many back.
O, LIBRA
«—» 9/23-10/22
Christmas is the only time of year
that shoplifting is socially acceptable.
■Wi SCORPIO
Wl 10/23-11/21
It’s okay to drink rum in public ifyou
put it in eggnog.
01 SAGITTARIUS
11/22-12/21
Your heart will grow
threesizes this year.
For the love ofGod, see adoctor!
X CAPRICORN
*r 12/22-1/20
You should feel guilty about all these
gifts. Theywere made by elf slaves.
AQUARIUS
1/21-2/19
Watch that drunken red nose.
Rudolph is getting jealous.
U PISCES
* » 2/20-3/20
It’s icicle season, so ifyou want to get
away with murder ...
WANT TO WRITE
FOR THE SPECTATOR?
CONTACT EDITOR(cDSU-SPECTATOR.COM
1. BrotherAli greets some ofhis Seattle Universityfans after his set at Quadstock.
Brother Ali was the fourth performer on the Quad Stage.
2. Eric Sype and Aljohn Gaviola throw Dick’s hamburgers into the crowd during
Quadstock 2013. Dick’s was one ofmanyrestaurants to contributefood to the event.
3. JakePeterson and Max Snyder race against each otherat the Seattle University
Cycling Club booth during Quadstock 2013. The Cycling Club was one ofmany
clubs with a booth on the Union Green.
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SAINT GENET: BALLET, BLOOD AND BEER
Kelton Sears
Editor-in-Chief
Around 1:30 p.m. on Sunday, Ryan
Mitchell started leeching himself.
Sitting in an alleyway in Pioneer
Squarewearing his trademarkblack tai-
loredsuit, he picked two orthree leeches
out ofa small jar and offered up his blood
to the parasites. Heremained dead silent,
downing cups of red wine throughout
the ordeal. When the police showed up
aboutan hour later, theywere expectedly
bewildered. It didn’t help that the group
ofmusiciansproviding ambient noise to
accompany the piece included a large
hairy man behind drums wearing only
his underwear and a horse mask.
Unbeknownst to most who looked
on, Mitchell had been voluntarily shot
in the arm by a .22 caliber rifle earlier
that morning.
Ifthat sounds extreme, it’s actually par
forthe course when it comes to Mitchell.
Saint Genet, the performance
art group that Mitchell directs, has
made a bloody mark across the art
world for its physical and disturbing
body of work. Mitchell’s work often
involvespushing his gang of dancers
and daredevils to the edges ofmental
and bodily anguish.
Saint Genetdebuted itsnewest work,
“Paradisiacal Rites,” in Austria to glowing
reviewsbefore returning home to Seatde
last weekend to perform the stateside
debut. The three-night run sold out On
The Boards. Before each performance
that weekend, Mitchell conducted a
“ritual”—leeching, shooting himself in
the arm, etc.—in an undisclosed location
disseminated only by word of mouth.
He then walked to the performance at
On The Boards in Lower Queen Anne,
sometimes 10 miles in one day.
Visually, “Paradisiacal Rites” is a pa-
gan Thanksgivingcornucopia to feast on.
The stage is transformed into a sinister
enchantedwasteland—a golden field of
starkwheat looms underneathbird car-
casses that levitate and rotate overhead
on strings for the duration of the per-
formance. The performers themselves,
clad in tattered robes, eitherhypnotically
lope about the stage or move in choreo-
graphed dance.
Imagine a ballet mixed with an
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DAN HAWKINS • ON THE BOARDS
The performance artgroup Saint Genetperforms its newestpiece, “ParadisiacalRites,”features performers shotgunning beer,
inflating balloons and beating one another—justyouraverage day in Seattle.
exorcism.
Performers shotgun beers throughout
the show, re-inflate balloons over and
over with their own breath for extended
periods of time andbeat one another. By
{“Paradisiacal
Rites” is
a pagan Thanksgiving
cornucopia to feast on... m
imagine a ballet mixed
with an exorcism.
the end, the stage is litteredwith empty
cans, blood and stains, and everyone is
almost ready to teeter over.
The show is not for everyone—a
couple in front of me got in an argu-
ment over the performanceand ended
up leaving after the first act. The whole
experience is very uncomfortable and
can become very confrontational at
its peak. When the eerie orchestra in
the corner begins to swell into dis-
sonance along with the chants of the
performers and the hiss of balloons
being inflated over and over, it’s easy
to get overwhelmed. In a way, that is
Mitchell’s goal. When a group ofpeo-
ple is stretched to thebrink ofphysical
and mental duress, it can open a door
to the “sublime,” as Mitchell puts it.
“Paradisiacal Rites” is Mitchell’s most
recent attempt at reaching that “sub-
lime” point—pretentious to be sure,
but the effect is real.
Saint Genet has already sparked
plenty of derision. Many in the art
world consider the work “shock art”
and call Mitchell attention hungry.
Both of those things are probably
true. At the root, “Paradisiacal Rites”
is a sort of emptiness—amidst all the
intense athleticism and spookyritual-
ism, there isn’t any driving purpose.
The show is all aesthetics—brilliantly
so —but it’s hard to tell if it means
anything to Mitchell at this point. He
has done this before. Many elements
of the show were repeated from past
performances and simply seem reas-
sembled here. That’s not to say the
show isn’t an experience, but it might
not be the staggering triumph some
will make it out to be.
Saint Genet’s previous piece, “Un-
derbelly,” deserves more praise. As
part of the 50th anniversary of the
Space Needle, “Underbelly” was per-
formed in the bowels of the football
stadium in Seattle Center, hinging on
a loose narrative based around the
brothels that sprung up in Seattle dur-
ing the historic world’s fair. That loose
narrative made all the difference—it
added a touch of nuance and subtle
meaning to the work. “Paradisiacal
Rites” lacks that narrative thrust and
can understandably feel self-serving.
At over three hours long, you’ll
leave scratching your head. No mat-
ter how hard you think, I’m not sure
the pieces of “Paradisiacal Rites” are
ever going to fit together.
Kelton may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
REDHAWKS WIN IN CLOSER BUT MISS PLAYOFFS
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
The Seattle UniversityRedhawks base-
ball team wrapped up its 2013 season
this weekend, narrowly missing out
on the eighth and final playoff spot
despite beating New Mexico State two
out of three games in the final regular
season series.
In the Thursday game, Seattle U
rocked the Aggies 15-2 behind 16 hits.
The game was almost never in ques-
tion, the Redhawks leading 15-0 at one
point, before the game ended due to
the WAC 10-run rule in the seventh.
Right fielder Landon Cray led the way
for the Redhawks, going 3-5 from the
plate including a one-run triple in the
fifth. Two batters earlier, Austin Brand
TREVOR UMBINETTI • THE SPECTATOR
First baseman Ryan Somers stretches to make the difference between an out or a runner on base.
SPORTS
brought in three runs on a home-run
to left, the first ofhis collegiate career.
The second game, however, proved
to be a deciding factor inthe Redhawks’
quest for the final playoff berth. The
potent Seattle U offense of Thursday
was not on display, as the Redhawks fell
4-0 at Courtier Field. On the eve of a
16-hitdisplay, in which eachbatter got
at least one, the Redhawks were only
able to muster four hits, compared to
the Aggies eight.
“You can’t get shutout in game two,
said senior reliever Eric Yardley. “You
need to score runs to win, so I think
after having that big win on Thursday,
I don’t want to say there was a letdown,
but I think there was a sort of ‘We got
this in the bag,’ and obviouslywe didn’t.”
With the final game of the series,
Seattle U needed a win and a San Jose
State loss to gain entry into the WAC
tournament. Seattle U was able tohold
up their end, beating the Aggies 7-6
after a three-run in the rubber match
of the series, but found out a day later
that their efforts were not enough with
San Jose State beating regular season
co-champion California State Bakers-
field, 8-5.
With respect to barely missing the
playoff position, Yardley said, “I mean,
It’s really tough. Any time it’s not in
your control, it’s even harder. I’m sit-
ting on my couch watching their game.
It’s even harder when we have a game
cancelled against San Antonio where
if we win that were tied with San Jose
and we take the tie-breaker.”
Theresult capped what proved tobe
a disappointing year for the Redhawks,
highlighted by a midseason slump that
saw the Redhawks loseall three games
in two conference series, against CSU
Bakersfield and University of Texas-
San Antonio, as well as both games in
a two-game series against Texas State.
“I feel we underachieved. I felt going
in we had achance to be a 30-win team
based on all the experience webrought
back and obviously we didn’t end up
near that at all. That’s a disappoint-
ment, especially from a head coaching
standpoint,” said head coach Donny
Harrel. “We had a few injuries here and
therebut we also had some depth that
we thought could offset that. The last
stretch of the season we just didn’t get
it done.”
Despite the frustrating season, there
were still positives to take away. For
the first time as a new program, the
Redhawks competed in a conference, a
significant change from the three years
as an independent program.
With the switch, however, came dif-
ferent pressures than the players had
faced before.
“We learnedhow to play in a confer-
ence, and so you can have those expec-
tations but thenall of a sudden you’re
in three-game series on the road or at
home where every pitch is important
and not having that experience from
a player standpoint or organization
standpoint can obviously be learned
from,” said Harrel.
With the end ofthe season approach-
ing, , expectations will behigher and the
motivation to make it to the playoffs
will be greater than before.
“If they feel the same way as a lot of
us seniors do, where this is the last time
for us to make a name for ourselves
and we come up a little short, I think
we have theright guys in here to really
think that wasn’t how it was supposed
to be,” Yardley said. “I think it should
drive them a lot more.”
Kevin may be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
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Adderall is an amphetamine-based
-medication intendedto treat attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, or
A.D.H.D. But the high levels ofmental
focus that the medicine provides has
led growing numbers of young adults
— with college students, in particular,
the drug is especiallypopular — tofake
A.D.H.D. symptoms in order to obtain
prescriptions. They do this for help
studying for exams or finishing papers.
They also use it as a diet pill, since it
decreases or eliminates the appetite.
But they don’t realize that the drug
BRING GERMAN ‘BACH’
TO SEATTLE U
I joined the Seatde University Choirs in 2010 and, in the threeyears that followed,
I have sung countless songs in Latin, French, Italian and Spanish.
But these languages pale in comparison to the breadth of songs I’ve sung in
German.
At the beginning of spring quarter alone, the choir performed six German songs
in the Johannes Brahms Concert Series. Throughout the weekend, other Seattle U
voice students performed numerous Brahms’ pieces in the German language as
well—about 75 percent ofthe vocalperformances in the series were sung in German.
The Seattle U German programhas proven to be an invaluable resource for the
music department Preparation forthe Brahms series included in-rehearsalrecitation
ofGerman texts, listening to recordings ofCordula Brown reading German poetry,
and word-for-word text translation. Without Brown’s help—without the German
program—the Brahms’ concert would not have been half as beautiful or successful
as it was.
Although the number of German pieces performed by the choir this year was
particularly high—Brahms is avenerated German composer—German is one ofthe
languages most frequently sung in choral music. This is because much ofthe world’s
most revered classical music was written by German-speaking titans like Johann
Sebastian Bach, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, George Frideric Handel, Richard
Wagner, Felix Mendelssohn and Ludwig van Beethoven. These are composers so
famous they, hundreds ofyears later, are still recognized by just one name.
Vocal music appreciates language far more than the average hobby, profession or
academic study. Trainedclassical singers—the good ones—are expected to develop
an understanding of not only German pronunciation, but also Latin, Spanish,
Italianand French. Vocal music’s surface-level understanding ofsome ofthe world’s
languages—albeit just a small European handful—harborsan admiration for foreign
language that is sorely lacking in Americanacademia and culture.
-Kellie Cox, A&E Editor
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofKeltonSears, MacKenzie Blake, Caroline Ferguson, J. Adrian Munger, Colleen Fontana, Kellie Cox, Collin Overbay,AndreWyattandLindsey Wasson. Signedcommentaries reflect theopinions
ofthe authors and not necessarilythose o/The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views ofSeattle University.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Daily Free Press, Boston U. via
UWIRE
OPINION
can be highly addictive, and that side
effects can includeserious psychological
risks.
Saturday, The New York Times
published the story of Richard Fee, the
athletic and personable college class
president and aspiring medical student
from North Carolina who committed
suicide (in 2009) after his Adderall
prescription ran out. Fee had become
addicted to the drug, unable to operate
without it.
His untimely death highlights what
the Times deemed the widespread
failings in the system through which
five million Americans takemedication
WE HAVE A BONE TO
PICK WITH BONAPP
With all the buzz regarding the caloric content ofBon App’s delicacies, it has
become blatantly clear that the freshman 15 is almost an inevitability. “Out of
sight, out of mind” seems to be Bon App’s idea ofnutritional knowledge.
With generic nutritional information posted in obscure locations around
campus, nestled in the comforting corners above trash cans, such facts can slip
the mind as quick as a large pasta bowl and a couple dessert expos later. Even
if an individual decides to forego the carb and heavy whipping cream infested
meats and sauces and purchase a mere salad, boom, 600 calories. Indulge in an
entire Naked Juice to top off your less than satisfying salad with something else
you presume to be wholly nutritional, and the sum of your meal totals almost
a thousand calories.
for A.D.H.D. It has become too easy
for individuals “lacking concentration”
to obtain a prescription for focus-
enhancing drugs when, in actuality,
they do not require them. The Times
reported that doctors “tend to skip
established diagnostic procedures,
renew prescriptions reflexively and
spend too little time with patients to
accurately monitor side effects.” As
a result, nearly 14 million monthly
prescriptions for the condition were
written for Americans ages 20 to 39 in
2011, which, according to the Times,
is two and a half times the 5.6 million
just four years before.
The issue here lies not in the Naked Juice, as those 320 calories are in your
face (provided you read the fine print informing you that one bottle is in fact
merely half a serving size). The resounding problem is the fact that students
who are trying to maintain a healthy and balanced diet are filling their bodies
with hidden calories completely unbeknownst to them.
This entire whine-fest might not applicable to the teenage boy who can fill
himself with a couple Bistro entrees without seeing a single effect or a Bon
App-conscious upperclassman. However, the lack of signage with respect
to nutritional information might be the catalyst for many a freshman’s
disappointment with the surprising extra pounds they’ve gained over the past
year.
The numbers should be a signal that
the drug has become too easy to obtain.
But it should be noted, also, that if
people seeking Adderall have no desire
to visit the doctorand take the all-too-
easy exam, they can purchase the pills
from their friends. It’s estimated that
between eight and 35 percent ofcollege
students take stimulant pills to enhance
school performance, according to the
Times. On college campuses where the
demand to focus is ever-rampant, pill-
swapping is nonchalant, prevalent, and
consequently hard to control.
It’s true that Adderall greatly helps
in increasing levels of productivity.
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THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Sam is not a licensed counselor. He’s a
junior with lots ofgood advice in his head,
which is conveniently located right here
QOkay,
I have a professor who seems basically kind ofsexist with the
• little comments they make and no one else in the class seems to care.
• I’mfrustrated and not sure what I should do.
A
I bet that you are not the only one who feels this way. I’m sure
• there are people who are picking up on it, but a lot of times it’s hard
• to speakup when aperson of authority makes statements like that.
Don’t feel helpless. What I suggest you do is contact the dean or
even go to a group on campus like OMA. They would hopefully be able
to answer this question better than I can. You shouldn’t discount any
feelings you might have of discrimination, stereotyping or prejudice.
That should not be tolerated in a classroom, especially at a social
U WIRE
The Daily Free Press, Boston U. via
UWIRE
Adderall is an amphetamine-based
medication intendedto treatattention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, or
A.D.H.D. But the high levels ofmental
focus that the medicine provides has
led growing numbers of young adults
— with college students, in particular,
the drug is especiallypopular — to fake
A.D.H.D. symptoms in order to obtain
prescriptions. They do this for help
studying for exams or finishing papers.
They also use it as a diet pill, since it
decreases or eliminates the appetite.
But they don’t realize that the
drug can be highly addictive, and
that side effects can include serious
psychological risks.
Saturday, The New York Times
published the story ofRichard Fee, the
athletic and personable college class
president and aspiringmedical student
from North Carolina who committed
suicide (in 2009) after his Adderall
prescription ran out. Fee had become
addicted to the drug, unable to operate
without it.
His untimely death highlights what
the Times deemed the widespread
failings in the system through which
by Sam James Moreno
five million Americans takemedication
for A.D.H.D. It has become too easy
for individuals “lacking concentration”
to obtain a prescription for focus-
enhancing drugs when, in actuality,
they do not require them. The Times
reported that doctors “tend to skip
established diagnostic procedures,
renew prescriptions reflexively and
spend too little time with patients to
accurately monitor side effects.” As
a result, nearly 14 million monthly
prescriptions for the condition were
written for Americans ages 20 to 39 in
2011, which, according to the Times,
is two and a halftimes the 5.6 million
just four years before.
The numbers should be a signal that
the drug has become too easy to obtain.
But it should be noted, also, that if
people seeking Adderall have no desire
to visitthe doctorand take the all-too-
easy exam, they can purchase the pills
from their friends. It’s estimated that
between eight and 35 percent of college
students take stimulantpills to enhance
school performance, according to the
Times. On college campuses where the
demand to focus is ever-rampant, pill-
swapping is nonchalant, prevalent, and
consequently hard to control.
It’s true that Adderall greatly helps
justice institution. Good luck, and know that you should feel empowered byyour
willingness to call this sort of thing out.
o*
® Suggestionsfor festival wear?
A9 “Festival wear” is a term made up by corporations like Urban
• Outfitters to sell you overpriced denim cut offs and tie-up blouses.
Now don’t get me wrong—I’m all about a well-styled outfit and
creativity, but the whole “festival wear” thing will justmakeyou look like everyone
else. A festival is an opportunity to wear whateveryou want and look damn good
doing it. Get wild with it: patterns, colors, vintage to high end, to your dad’s old
light wash denim jeans. Whatever it is—make it worth it and memorable. Think
about your kids looking at these photos in 30 years and having them say “Wow,
mom/dad, you were buck wild!” Also, ifyou are planning on wearing feathers in
your hair or a “headdress,” please do us all a favor and just stay home.
Keep it Classy,
TGC
in increasing levels of productivity.
And it does what it’s intended to do:
it can markedly improve the lives of
children and others with the disorder
it’s designed to treat. But for those
without real A.D.H.D. — for those who
suffer what everyone suffers: difficulty
sitting in one place for too long, with
one long paper, and one cup of coffee,
for example — it is possible, as we see
with the case ofFee, for an attachment
to the drug to have catastrophic results.
True, Fee is a tragic and hopefully
singular case. Most students who
experiment with Adderall are unlikely
to over-abuse it, and will hopefully
shake the habit by the time their
demanding studies are over. But the
fact that doctors are loosely prescribing
a drug that can have dangerous side
effects is worrisome. Fee claimed that
his doctor “wouldn’t prescribe [him]
something that isn’t safe,” according to
the Times. Doctors must realize that
patients who “lack concentration” do
not necessarilyneed medication — they
might justhave to turn offtheir iPhones
and log off of BuzzFeed.
It’s important that people become
aware of the dangers oftaking stimulant
drugs so that they can learn to be
careful when using them. Hopefully,
Have a question? Send it to guidance@su-spectator.com
May 22nd, 2013
they will avoid the dangers by steering
clear of the drug entirely. We all have
difficulty concentrating; to be naturally
high-functioning has always required
effort. Making drugs do our work for
us is an unhealthy habit.
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IF YOU LIKE PINA COLADAS &
GETTING CAUGHT IN THE RAIN
IF YOU’RE NOT INTO YOGA...
COME WRITE FOR US!
EDITOR(S)SU-SPECTATOR.COM
J7ct iuat
SUMMER
Discover new
ideas this summer.
Try Summer Quarter’s convenient online,
in-the-field or classroom experiences - allowing
you to discover new ways of learning.
Registration is now open.
www.seattleu.edu/summer
1
church
SUNDAYS
9:15 &1 1:15 am
www.BLUESKY-CHURCH.com
VIDEOGAMERS WANTED!
JUST ACROSS
ThF 520 BRIDGE.
NEED A RIDE?
TEXT OR E-MAIL:
RIDES©8LUESKY-CHURCH.COM
WARNER BROTHERS GAMES
IS LOOKING FOR GAMERS 18
AND OVER TO VOLUNTEER AND
PLAYTEST GAMES IN DEVELOPMENT.
YOU WILL GET GAMES AND SHIRTS
FOR YOUR TIME. SIGN UP AT
HTTP://PLAYTEST.WBGAMES.COM.
